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General recursive definitions in higher (finite) types, a different notation of 
finitely typed L-terms with if-then-else and tixpoints, can be classilied into an 
infinite syntactic hierarchy: A definition is in the nth stage of this hierarchy, a so 
called rank n definition, i f f  n is an upper bound on the levels of the types occurring 
in it. We restrict attention to definitions of first-order functions, i.e., functions of 
type ind x x ind + ind, ind for individuals; higher types only occur as detours in 
between. Interpreting these definitions over finite structures we show that rank 
(n + 1) definitions characterize the complexity class of global functions 
IJ DTIME(ev,Mx))), 
where exp,(x) = x, exp,, 1 (x) = 2 erpn”’ This generalizes the result of Y. Gurevich 
(in “Proceedings, 24th Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science,” 
pp. 21O-214, IEEE Comput. Sot. Press, New York, 1989) and V. Sazonov 
(Elektron. Informationsverarb. Qbernet. 16, 319-323, 1980) that rank 1 recursive 
definitions over finite structures characterize PTIME. G 1992 Academic PM. h. 
The characterization of complexity classes by consideration of delini- 
tional devices (logical formulas, programming languages, automata com- 
puting in an interpretation) over finite interpretations is a topic well known 
in the literature (Gurevich, 1983, 1984; Immerman, 1987; Leivant, 1987, 
Sazonov, 1980; Tiuryn, 1986). Gurevich (1984) contains a survey of this 
area. In notation and results we build on Gurevich’s and Sazonov’s papers 
and obtain the characterization mentioned above. Our result can be 
applied to the theory of program schemes: Two recursive definitions in 
higher types are equivalent iff they compute the same function in all 
interpretations of the underlying signature. This is the usual notion of 
equivalence in the theory of program schemes (Shepherdson, 1985, is a nice 
survey of this area). The hierarchy theorem for time complexity classes 
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(Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979) implies that for each n there is a rank (n + 1) 
definition not equivalent to any rank n definition; hence, rank (n + 1) 
definitions are strictly stronger than rank n definitions. The syntactic 
hierarchy structure on the general recursive definitions (or finitely typed 
functional programs for that matter) given by the rank induces a strict 
semantic hierarchy. 
The investigation of the expressive strength of higher types in recursive 
definitions has raised some interest in the literature: Kfoury et al. (1987) 
show that rank (n + 2) definitions are strictly stronger than rank n 
definitions. In Goerdt (1988) it is shown by direct diagonalization that 
rank (n + 1) definitions are strictly stronger than rank n definitions. Here 
we obtain the same result by a simpler proof. Moreover Theorem 2.5 in 
Kfoury and Urzyczyn (1985) tells us that difference in the expressive 
strength of rank II and rank (n + 1) definitions can only show up in finite 
structures (at least if we restrict attention to interpretations containing 
equality). Hence, our characterization shows not only that the expressive 
strength increases if the rank goes up, but also how much it increases. 
In Goerdt (1989) we obtained the following results for higher type 
primitive recursive definitions: Rank 1 characterizes LOGSPACE, rank 2 
PTIME, rank 3 PSPACE, rank 4 EXPTIME. 
In Section 1 we introduce basics. In Section 2 we show that each rank 
(n + 1) definition over finite structures can be evaluated in DTIME 
(exp,(p(x))) for a polynomial p(x) depending on the definition. Section 3 
shows the opposite direction and demonstrates our application to the 
theory of program schemes. 
1. BASICS 
For general information on types, cpo’s, and typed &terms cf. Loeckx 
and Sieber (1984). The family of sets of types, Type = (Type” I n E N), is 
given by ind, bv E Type’ (the base types: individuals and Boolean values); 
if T E Type”, p E Type”, then z + p E Typek, k = max {m + 1, n }. Let level 
t = n iff T E Type”. The arrow, -+, associates to the right. A type T of level 
n can be uniquely decomposed as r = r1 + . . . -+ rm + p, p base type, 
n = max {level rk + 1 }. First-order types are types of level 6 1. A type p is 
a subtype of T iff p = T or if T = 9 + B and p is subtype of 9 or 0. Let always 
Opsym = (Opsym’l r first-order type) be a family of sets of operation 
symbols such that U, Opsym’ is finite. Let Var = (Var’ I r E Type) be a fixed 
family of sets of variables. The fixed families of function symbols and 
parameters are Fun = (Fun’ I T E Type), Par = (Par’ 1 T E Type), with Var’ = 
Fun’ CI Par’. 
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The family of sets of finitely typed J-terms over Opsym with if-then-else 
and lixpoints, Term = (Term’ 1 r E Type), is given by 
Var* c Term’, Opsym T c Term *, 
if t : r + p (meaning t E Term” “). s : z, then t(s) : p, 
ift:p,yEVar’, then ly.t:z+p, 
ift:bv,r:z,s:z,theniftthenrelsesfi:z, 
if FE Vat-‘, t : r, then pF. t : z (lixpoint). 
The sets of free and bound variables of t, fr t, bd t, are defined as usual. 
In writing t(j) we mean that the free variables of t are contained in the 
vector of variables p. A term is of rank n iff n is the maximal level of the 
types occurring in it. A term s is a subterm of t if s = t or if t is a composite 
term and s is a subterm of one of the components. A type z occurs in a 
term t iff z is a subtype of a subterm of t. 
We prefer to work with recursive definitions instead of d-terms. The 
family of sets of recursive definitions, RD = (RD’ 1 r E Type), is given by 
DE RD’ iff D is a tuple of equations as in D = (Fl (yl) = tl, . . . . F,,(j,,) = t,) 
satisfying: The F, , . . . . F, are different function symbols from Fun, F, is of 
type r, Fk( yk) and tk are i-terms of the same type with Fk(jk) = 
F~(YI, . . . . v,,), where the yi are pairwise distinct parameters from Par and 
t, is a term without abstraction or fixpoint. The term tk may contain free 
variables not among the y,‘s or F;s (recall that Var = Fun u Par, and t, is 
just a term with variables from Var). A recursive definition is of rank n iff 
n is an upper bound on the levels of the types occurring in it. A type t 
occurs in D iff z is the subtype of a term occurring as subterm in D. 
An interpretation Z consists of a family of sets of individuals 
I = (F I z E Type’), where Z ind is a set of individuals, Zb’ = (tt, ff>, and an 
interpretation of the operation symbols according to their types. We denote 
by Z(q) the interpretation of the operation symbol rp. Let D, E be two 
cpo’s, then [D + E] is the usual cpo of continuous functions. The family 
of cpo’s D, = (D; I r E Type) is given by (we omit the I) D’ = r u {I } for 
z base type, D’ + p = [D’ + D”]. The semantics of the I-term t in Z, Zi[tj 9, 
9 a type respecting assignment of the variables from Var, is defined by: 
abn 9 = KY), 
Z[(pJ = strict extension of Z( 50) (that is Z[(pJ(l) = I), 
~Ut(s)ll 9 = zutn wusn a 
w tn w = ma whi (S[dly] the variant as usual), 
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Z[pLF. tl8 = Minimal Fixpoint of (d H Z[tl 9 [d/F] ), 
ZIIr4 9 if Z[t] 9 = tt 
Z[ift then r e&e sJi:J 9 = Z[sJ 9 if Z[tJ 9 = ff 
I otherwise. 
The semantics of a recursive definition 
D=(f’,(.F,)=t,, . . . . E;,(.?,)=t,) 
in Z with respect to an assignment 9 of the free variables in the family of 
cpo’s D,, Z[D]l 9, is the first projection of the Minimal Fixpoint of the func- 
tion 
(d 1, . . . . d,) H (Zi[Lj, . t ,I 9’, . . . . Z[Aj,. t,JJ a’), 
with 9’ = 9[d,, . . . . Am/F,, . . . . F,,]. The function is an element of the cpo 
[D”x . . xDf”e,Drlx . xD”] 
and the lixpoint exists. 
Recursive definitions or &terms are equivalent iff they have the same 
semantics in all interpretations. 
1.1. REMARK. For each recursive definition of rank n there is an 
equivalent A-term of rank n and vice versa. 
Proof. Let D be a rank n definition. We consider the case in which D 
consists of two equations, D = (F, (7,) = t, , Fz(j2) = f2). According to 
Theorem 5.3 in Scott (1980) the first projection of the simultaneous 
fixpoint can be expressed by the A-term 
(with @s/v] denoting substitution of s for y in t). 
As the rank is preserved by this construction, the claim follows. 
Let t be a I-term of rank n. The presentation of a l-term by combinators 
(Hindley et al., 1972) directly allows for the translation of I-terms into 
recursive definitions: First t is transformed into a term s built up from the 
operation symbols, the free variables in t, and the combinators. For each 
combinator we can easily construct an equation simulating it. Adding a 
first equation, whose right hand side reflects the structure of s in that, 
643/101/2-6 
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instead of the combinators, we have the appropriate functions, gives us a 
recursive definition equivalent to t. But in transforming t into combinator 
form the rank goes up. To get a rank preserving translation we have to 
leave out the detour using the combinator representation. 
Let t E Term. For each subterm s of t we construct a recursive definition 
RD(s) inductively on the syntax of s. Let the set of variables bound by ,I 
in t be { yl, . . . . y,}, let the set of variables free in t or bound by p be 
disjoint from { y, , . . . . y,}. Moreover, let the variables bound by different 2’s 
be different. 
A problem in constructing RD(s) is the situation s = A,v. (Y(U)), where r 
and u contain y. A recursive definition for Ay.r(u) will look something like 
(F(y) = F,(F,), F, = “right hand side of r,” F,, = “right hand side for u”). As 
y can occur in r and u we have to pass y to F, and F, and our recursive 
definition becomes (F(~)=F,(Y)(F,(~v)), F,(y)= ..., F,(y)= . ..). (cf. 
the S combinator, S(r)(s)(t) = r(t)(s(t))). Therefore in defining RD(s) we 
give each function symbol all y,, . . . . y, as parameters. 
Let 
WY)=(F,(Y,> -.,Y,)=Y) (y a variable among the yi or not), 
RD((p)=(F,(y,,...,y,)=cp) (cp an operation symbol), 
RWr(u)) = (F,,,,(Y,, . . . . Y,) = F,(Y,, . . . . .Y,)(F,(Y~, .-, Y,)), Wr), RWu)), 
RD(ilyi.r) = (FA,,,(YI, -3 Ye) 
=F,(Y 1, . . . . z, . . . . Y,), RWr)) (z in position i) 
RDW.r) = (FpF.r(~ly . . . . Y,) = F,(Y,, .-, Y,), WrNI;,F.,IFl)y 
if s = if s1 then s2 else s3 fi, then 
RD(s) = (F,(Y,, . . . . y,J = ifF,,(~~, .-, Y,) then F,,(Y~, . . . . Y,) 
else F,,(Y,, . . ..y.)fi, 
RWs,), RW,), RW,)). 
As rank s < max( (level yi + 1 } u {level y ( y free or bound by p in s)), we 
have rank s < rank RD(s); as rank t = max( { level yj + 1 } u {level y 1 y free 
or bound by ,u in t}), we have rank t = rank RD(t). An induction on s 
shows that ItsI $[d,/ y,, . . . . d,/ y,] = Z[RD(s)j 9(d, ... d,). Finally a 
recursive definition equivalent to t is (F= Ft (tr , . . . . t,), RD( t)), tk arbitrary 
expressions (note that in general type t #type (RD( t)) because of the yls 
supplied as parameters to F,). 1 
From now on we only consider interpretations whose set of individuals 
is a finite set C= (0, . . . . C- 11. Let C B 1 also denote an interpretation 
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with C individuals. We choose as Opsym a fixed family of operation 
symbols containing N3 0 symbols q,, . . . . (Pi and in addition 
NEXT : ind + ind, MIN, MAX : ind, fi tt: bv 
=:ind+ind-+bv, =:bv+bv-+bv. 
Let 
C (NEXT)(i) = ;‘-‘l 
if i<C-1 
otherwise. 
The interpretation of the other symbols in C should be clear. D, is the 
continuous type structure over C. We fix a representation p of the elements 
from D, : p(I) = I, p(tt) = tt, p(ff) =ff, p(i) = i in binary, where ie C, if 
d: r +p and D;.= {e,, . . . . e,}, then p(d) = (P(~~L p(d(e, ))), -., (p(e,), 
(p(d(e,))). In algorithmic contexts we implicitly refer to this representation. 
A partial m-ary global function G is a function which gets an interpreta- 
tion C and individuals i,, . . . . i, E C as arguments and maps these, if defined, 
to the individual C(G)( i,, . . . . i,) E C-the value of G in the interpretation C 
(therefore C(G) instead of G(C) as perhaps expected). We represent the 
arguments C, i,, . . . . i, of G as input of a Turing machine in cells 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
of the work tape as follows: 
C in unary # code C( cp , ) # . . . #code C(qN) # p(il) # ... # p(i,). 
If cp: ind -+ ind + ind, say, we have length(code C(q)) = C3 and for i with 
C3-l>i>O 
1 if i=k+n-C+j.C2 
(i+l)thlieldofcodeC(cp)= and C(cp)(k, n) = j 
0 otherwise. 
Symbols with bv as subtype are encoded similarly. (If C= 1 we have to 
proceed slightly differently.) We did not simply write p(C(cp)) for code 
(C(q)) in order to allow for a simple detinition of INPUT in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. A Turing machine TM computes the global function G iff 
(1) and (2) are equivalent: (1) G(C)(i,, . . . . i,)=j. (2) TM with input C, 
i,, . . . . i, enters a special halting state and in the final configuration the cells 
0, 1, 2, . . . . contain p(j) followed by a blank. 
The global function G is computable in time r(x) iff G is computable by 
a Turing machine which makes at most t(C) steps on input C, i,, . . . . i,. 
Note that for m fixed C is polynomially related to the representation of C, 
z,, . . . . i, as input. Hence, basic theorems concerning complexity classes of 
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formal languages can be transferred to complexity classes of global func- 
tions. Let r : ind -+ . + ind + ind be a closed A-term. The global function 
G determined by t is given by G( C)(i, , . . . . i,) = C[tj(ii . . i,). 
2. EVALUATING RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS BY TURING MACHINES 
To show that the global functions described by rank (n + 1) i-terms 
belong to the complexity class of global functions DTIME(exp,(p(x))) we 
have to determine some upper bounds for 0;. 
2.1. DEFINITION AND LEMMA. (a) A chain in a cpo D is a family of 
elements d I, . . . . d, such that d, 5 ... 5 d,,, n is the length of the chain. The 
length of the longest chhin in D is denoted by chlength D. 
(b) Let level T = n + 1. There are polynomials p(x), q(x) depending on 
z. such that 
cardD;.dexpn+l(dC)) and chlength D> d exp, (p( C)). 
Proof. Let r = rI + . .. + r, + p, p base type. The first claim follows 
inductively on n. If level r = 1 we have Card DE < (C + l)(‘c+ ‘)m) < 
exp,((C+ l)m+l ). If level r = n + 1 then level ti< n. By the induction 
hypothesis we have 
Card D>< (C-t 1) expdy(C)) d exp, + , (p(C)) 
for suitable polynomials p(x), q(x). 
The second claim: Let E, F be two finite cpo’s and let d,, . . . . dk be a 
chain in [E---f F]. For e E E we have 
d,(e) E d,(e) c ... c dk(e), 
and there are at most (chlength F)-1 pairs di, d,+l with d,(e) 5 di+I(e). 
Hence there are at most card E. ((chlength F) - 1) pairs dj, di+ I and 
k < card E. chlength F. 
Now, let r = T, + ... + rm + p, p base type, be of level n + 1. Then level 
zj<n and with the first claim we get 
chlength D~~exp,(q,(C))...exp,(q,(C)).2dexp,(q(C)) 
for a suitable polynomial q(x). 1 
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2.2. COROLLARY. (a) Let dE D> and level t = n + 1. Then we have 
length p(d) G w,MC)) 
for a polynomial P(X) depending on z. 
(b) Let level t+p=n+l. We have a Turing machine which on 
receiving C, p(d), p(c) with de D>+e, CE D> as input generates p(d(c)) on 
its work tape and stops. With input C, p(d), p(c) this machine needs at most 
exp, (p(C)) steps, with p(x) a polynomial depending on t -+ p. 
(c) Let level z = n 3 0. We have a Turing machine which on receiving 
the interpretation C as input generates the list 
and stops. This machine needs at most exp, (p(C)) steps with p(x) being a 
polynomial depending on z. 
Proof (a) Follows inductively on n with 2.1(b). 
(b) To compute p(d(c)) we have essentially to look up p(c) among 
the arguments of p(d). As length p(d) < exp,(p(C)) for d of level n + 1, the 
claim follows. 
(c) Induction on n. The induction base is trivial. Let level t = n 2 1. 
To generate all elements of D> we generate all strings of the appropriate 
length in time exp,(p(C)) and single out all those denoting monotonous 
(hence continuous because everything is finite) functions of the appropriate 
type. For each string generated this can be done by (b) and the induction 
hypothesis concerning g in time exp,- , (q(C)), as there are at most 
exp, ~ , (p(C)) arguments. Having the continuous functions we can generate 
the required list similarly using the induction hypothesis. 1 
2.3. THEOREM. Let t be a closed term of type ind + . . . + ind -+ ind with 
rank t = n + 1. The global function computed byJ t is in DTIME(exp,(p(C)) 
wsith P(X) being a polynomial depending on t. 
Proof Let n 3 0 be fixed. By induction on the structure of t we prove 
the following claim: For each t = t(j) of rank n + 1 there is a Turing 
machine EVAL, depending on t which on receiving a pair C, t(d) as input, 
with C being an interpretation and d a suitable vector from D, generates 
p(C[t(d)j ) on its tape and stops. EVAL, works in DTIME(exp,(p(x))), 
where p(r) is a polynomial depending on t. The size of the input C, t(d) 
is measured by C. 
Let t =y. With input C, d, the Turing machine EVAL,. generates d. 
As level dd n + 1 we have length p(d) d exp,(p( C)), p(x) a polynomial 
depending on the type of y, and the result follows. 
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Let t= cp. With input C, cp, EVAL, looks up C(q) in the interpretation 
C and gives it as output. This needs polynomial time. 
Let t =T(s), r= r(j), and s=s(j). With input C, t(d), the Turing 
machine EVAL, calls EVAL, with input C, r(d) and EVAL, with input 
C, s(d) and stores C[r(d)] and C[s(d)]. Then EVAL, computes 
C[r(d)] (C[s(d)] ). The time bound follows by the induction hypothesis and 
Corollary 2.2(b) as rank t d n + 1. 
Let t = 1y.s and s = s(j, y). With input C, t(a) the Turing machine 
EVAL, generates all elements of D’, r is the type of y, calls EVAL, with 
input C, s(a, e) for each e from D’ and collects the pairs (e, C[ys(d, e)]). 
As level y d n the time bound follows from 2.2(c) and the induction 
hypothesis. 
Let t=pF.s with s=s(j, F). We have level Fdn+ 1. Let t=typeF. 
With input C, t(d) the Turing machine EVAL, generates I E 0:. Then 
EVAL, uses EVAL, to compute d, = C[s(a, I)], d2 = C[s(d, d,)], . . . . to 
d,,,,(q(C)), with exp,(q(C)) being achlength D’,, q(x) a polynomial 
depending on 7; (cf. 2.1(b)). Corollary 2.2(c) and the induction hypothesis 
imply the claim. 
The last case, t = if r then si else s2 fi, follows similarly. 
The correctness of EVAL, follows by an obvious induction on t. 
The theorem follows by observing that I, which can occur as the result 
of t, is simulated by making the simulating Turing machine enter a final 
configuration for which the output is undefined. 1 
The construction of the above proof also occurs in Kfoury et al. (1987), 
but the authors did not prove the time bound. The above proof implies the 
decidability of the following halting problem: 
Input: A closed I-term of first-order-type t and a finite interpretation C. 
Output: Yes, if C[t](il, . . . . i,) = I for a tuple i,, . . . . i,; no, otherwise. 
3. SIMULATING TURING MACHINES BY GENERAL RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS 
We show how to compute the global functions in DTIME(exp,(p(x)) by 
rank (n + 1) recursive definitions. To extend the constructions in Gurevich 
(1983) and Sazonov (1980) it is vital to have a sufficient amount of 
counting power available. 
3.1. DEFINITION AND LEMMA. (a) Rank 1 definitions allow for a fixed 
number k of arguments of type ind. On these counting from 0 to Ck - 1 is 
possible. For simplicity let k = 2. Counting is based on the C-adic presenta- 
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tion of numbers restricted to two digits: The pair (i, j) represents the number, 
C . i + j, i, j< C- 1. We construct rank 1 definitions for the corresponding 
counting process. The numbers are presented by two individual variables. As 
we have no Cartesian types available we have to simulate the successor opera- 
tion by two NEXT-functions, NEXT,, NEXT,, of type ind + ind + ind, 
which satisfy: Successor of (i,j) in C= (CBNEXT,] (i,j), C[NEXT,] (i,j)). 
We define 
NEXT,(x)(y) = 
if y LESS MAX 
then 
NEXT y 
else 
if x LESS MAX 
then 
MIN 
else 
MAX 
fi 
fi. 
For NEXT, MAX see the end of Section 1. LESS ind + ind + bv is a 
recursive definition with 
C[LESS](i)(j)= ff 
i 
tt if i<j 
if i>j 
I if i=l orj=I. 
A recursive definition of LESS is easy to construct. The function NEXT, 
is defined by 
NEXT, (X)(Y) = 
if y LESS MAX 
then 
n 
else 
if x LESS MAX 
then 
NEXT x 
else 
MAX 
ti 
fi. 
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The zero test for the new counter is 
MIN(x)( y) = ifx = J = MIN then tt else ff fi. 
(b) For higher ranks one variable is sufficient to simulate the counter. 
Rank 2 definitions have variables of rank 1; on these they can count up to 
exp, ( Ck), k depending on the type of the variable. For example, on a 
variable of type ind + (ind -+ ind) we can count from 0 to 
CC’--l=exp,(CZ.logC)-1. 
A variable of type ind -+ (ind -+ ind) allows us to simulate C2 many digits 
(= the number of arguments) in a C-adic number system. Our NEXT 
function of type (ind + ind + ind) + ind -+ind + ind is based on this 
representation: 
NEXT(Y)(X,NX,) = 
if Vx;, x;. y(x;)(x;) = MAX 
then 
MAX 
else 
if Vx’, , xi . (x’, , xi) LESS(x,, x2) IMPL y(x;)(x;) = MAX 
AND y(xl)(x2) LESS MAX 
then 
NEXT Y(-T, )(x2) 
else 
if 3x;, xi. (x’,, xi) LESS(x, , x2) AND y(x’,)(x;) LESS MAX 
then 
Yb, NXJ 
else 
MIN 
ii 
ti 
ti. 
LESS refers to the ordering on tuples induced by NEXT,, NEXT,. IMPL is 
implication, AND is conjunction. These functions can easily be defined by 
recursive definitions, as can the quanttjiers (everything is finite). NEXT(y) 
results from y by increasing y at the first argument x, , x2 with y(x,)(xz) less 
than MAX and setting y to MIN at smaller arguments. 
Similarly rank 3 definitions can count up to exp,(Ck) on a level 2 
parameter of type ((ind -+ . . . -+ ind) -+ ind) using the NEXT-function for 
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ind -+ . . . -+ ind, and so on for higher levels: In definitions of rank n + 1 ule 
can count up to exp,(p(C)) in the interpretation C. 
A result equivalent to the following theorem has been proved in Kfoury 
et al. (1987) in Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 (using a slightly different terminology). 
Our proof is more direct than the proof in that paper. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let the global function G be computable in 
DTIME(exp,(p(x)); then G can be computed bl’ a rank (n + 1) recursive 
definition. 
Proof Let G be an m-ary global function computed by a Turing 
machine called TM in time T(x), with T(x) = exp,(x”). That is, with input 
consisting of an interpretation C and individuals i,, . . . . i, from C TM 
computes C(G)(i, , . . . . i,). We assume that TM has a worktape which is 
infinite in one direction only and that its fields are numbered 0, 1, 2, . . . . We 
define several functions by simultaneous recursion. These functions, when 
interpreted in C, and with i,, . . . . i,, as argument values, simulate the 
computation of TM with input consisting of C and i, , . . . . i,, . 
TM with input C can use T(C) many cells on its worktape. That is, the 
worktape can assume exp( T(C)) many states, and thus cannot in total be 
represented by a single counter of a rank (n + 1) definition. Otherwise we 
could easily simulate TM by a recursive definition: Just iterate the single 
step function over the counter representing the work tape. Instead, we use 
recursion to compute the contents of a cell on the worktape each time our 
recursive functions to be defined want to read it. And for counting the time 
we have enough counting power. 
Let TM be given by the transition function 
N, L, R indicating the moves of the head on the tape, N: no move, R: 
right, L: left, qF: the final state. We encode 6 by three functions corre- 
sponding to the codomain of 6. We restrict attention to interpretations 
with C > 1 C 1, C B 1 Q 1. The finitely many C not satisfying this condition 
can be dealt with by an additional case distinction we omit here. We embed 
Z and Q in C; using signs from C or Q in recursive definitions we implicitly 
refer to this embedding. 
NEXTSTATE: ind + ind + ind computes the next state from the current 
state and the symbol read by the head on the worktape. If 6(p, a) = 
(4, b, L), then 
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NEXTSTATE = 
ifx=pANDy=a 
then 
4 
else 
if x = q AND... Analogous coding of the remaining cases of 6. 
fi . 
I If p = qF the result is qF. 
ii. 
Let r be a type of level n such that on a variable of type t we can count 
up to exp,(C’) in the interpretation C. 
NEXTHEAD: ind -rind + r -+ t of rank n + 1 computes the next 
position of the head on the worktape from the state, the sign read, and the 
present position. 
If 6(p, a) = (q, b, R) then 
NEXTHEAD (x)(v)(z) = 
if x=p AND y=a 
then 
NEXT z 
else 
! I 
Analogous coding of the remaining cases of 6. (For 6(p, a) = 
(q, b, L), we need a predecessor, PRED z, easy to define). 
fi. 
NEXTCONT: ind -+ ind + ind computes the next contents of the 
scanned cell on the worktape. For 6(p, a) = (q, 6, X), XE {N, L, R} we 
define 
NEXTCONT(x)( y ) = 
ifx=pANDy=a 
then 
b 
else 
: I fi. . 
Analogous coding of the remaining cases of 6. 
Next we define by simultaneous recursion three functions 
I I 
CONT: z + t + ind + . -+ ind + ind, 
HEAD:s-,ind-+ ... -+ind+r, 
STATE: r -+ ind + . . . -+ ind -+ ind, 
with C[CONT](d)(e)(i, ) . . . (i,) = the contents of the tape of TM running 
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with input C, i,, . . . . i, after d steps at position e; C(IHEADj(d)(i,) . 
(i,) = the position of the head on the worktape of TM with input C, 
21, *.., i, after d steps; C[STATEI](d)(i, ) . (im) = the state of TM with 
input C, il , . . . . i, after d steps. 
(If G is in DTIME(p(x)), i.e., n =0 in the theorem, we have, if for 
example, p(x) = x2, 
CONT: ind + ind hLind --, ind ,+ ind + . . . + ind + ind, 
counter ClJUZltCr InpUt 
HEAD,, HEAD, :,ind -+ ind ,+ ind + . . + ind -+ ind. 
COUllter IllpUt 
Here the counter is represented by two components of type ind.) 
CONT(x)( y)(X) = 
if x EQUAL MIN {After zero steps) 
then 
INPUT (y)(X) {Definition see below} 
else 
if y = HEAD (PRED x)(X) 
then 
NEXTCONT(STATE(PRED x)(X)) 
(CONT(PRED x)(HEAD(PRED x)(X))(X)) 
else 
CONT( PRED x)(y)(Z) 
li 
fi, 
STATE(x)(x) = 
if x = MIN 
then 
0 (0 encodes the initial state} 
else 
NEXTSTATE(STATE(PRED x)(X)) 
(CONT(PRED x)(HEAD(PRED x)(X))(X)) 
f-i 
HEAD(x)(Z) = 
if x=MIN 
then 
MIN {Initially cell 0 is scanned} 
else 
NEXTHEAD(STATE(PRED x)(X)) 
(CONT(PRED x)(HEAD(PRED x)(i))(X)) 
(HEAD(PRED x)(Z)) 
fi. 
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These functions simulate the behaviour of TM. TM starts in the 
following configuration (qo, “initial head position, 0,” “coding of the 
input”). We have to make sure that the function CONT knows about this 
initial state of the tape. 
Let INPUT: z + ind + . . --, ind -+ ind. The function INPUT is defined 
such that C[INPUTj (d)(i,) . . (i,,) = the contents of the input tape of TM 
at position d, provided the input is C, i, , . . . . i,. 
Recall our encoding of interpretations described at the end of Section 1. 
We define 
INPUT(y) (x,) = 
if y LESS OR EQUAL MAX (We are in the area where the car- 
dinality is encoded. > 
then 
I 
else 
if MAX + 2 LESSOREQUAL ,v AND 
.v LESSOREQUAL NEXT(MAX)3 + MAX + 1 
{For the sake of example we assume ‘p, : ind -+ ind + ind. 
Here we are in the area where the q, is encoded. j 
then 
if3~0,y,,~~z.)I=MAX+2+y0+Y,:NEXT(MAX) 
+J’~:NEXT(MAX)~ AND cp,(y,)(y,)=y, 
then 
else 
0 
fi 
i (Encoding of the remaining (pi and the i, 3 
fi. 
Similarly a function 
m 
1 1 
OUTPUT: ind -+ . -+ ind -+ ind 
simulating the output conventions of TM can be defined such that 
C[OUTPUT](i,) . . (i,) = the value computed by TM started with C, 
1, ) . ..) 1,. The definition of OUTPUT(x) will typically contain calls of 
CONT(MAX)(HEAD(MAX)(X))(X), 
CONT(MAX)(NEXT(HEAD(MAX)(.%))(x), . . . 
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From these values the actual output is computed by OUTPUT(Z). If no 
valid final configuration is reached, OUTPUT will not terminate. 1 
3.3. COROLLARY. For each n there is a rank (n + 1) general recursive 
definition not equivalent to any rank n definition. 
Proof: First, we assume that the signature Opsym includes an opera- 
tion symbol (pi having ind among its argument types. For simplicity let 
cp, : ind + ind -+ ind. Let Z = (0, 1 } be the usual binary alphabet. To 
,,‘Z M’, M‘~, ~1~ E C we assign the interpretation C,,. = (0, . . . . k 1 and for all 
i 
if i>O 
otherwise. 
The remaining ‘pi are interpreted as constant to 0 or fJ: For L E ,Z’*, m E N 
we define the m-ary global function G, by 
G,(C)(i,, . . . . i,) = A 
if C = C,,. and MI E L. 
otherwise. 
We have that L is in DTIME(exp,(p(x))) for a polynomial p(x) iff G, is 
in DTIME(exp,(q(x))) for a polynomial q(x). The hierarchy theorem for 
time complexity classes (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979, p. 299) implies the 
claim. 
Now, assume that our signature Opsym does not contain an operation 
symbol cpi with ind among its argument types. We assign to u’= M’, ... )I’~ 
the interpretation C, with 
k-l 
c,. = 0, . ..) 
the operation symbols are interpreted as constant 0 or ff. For m E N, the 
m-ary global function G, is defined as above. 
For LEC* we have that L is in DTIME(exp,(p(2”)) for a polynomial 
p(x) iff G, is in DTIME(exp,(q(x)) for a polynomial q(x), and the claim 
follows as above. 1 
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